
Ukraine loses its last stronghold in 
the Luhansk region, bringing Russia 
closer to it's goal of capturing 
Donbas 

Hedge funds continue to test the 
Bank of Japan's yield curve control 
policy, by shorting Japanese 
government bonds and the yen.

Mass outbreaks are flaring up in 
China's eastern provinces. 
Shanghai has no cases for 6 days 
but reported one community case 
yesterday 

Iran cuts it's prices for crude to 
compete with Russia in China 

European governments are 
alarmed by Russian disinformation 
programs to link global food 
shortages with European 
sanctions. This comes as Russia is 
determined to use food shortages 
as a bargaining chip 

Germany economy chief flags risk 
of cascading failures in it's utilities 
due to expectations of lower 
energy supplies from Russia

Germany's auto regulator issued a 
recall order to Tesla, impacting 
about 59,000 vehicles 

Start ups should face tougher 
times as market sell offs begin to 
filter to private investments
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NAME CURR LAST 
PRICE

DAILY 
CHANGE

MTD YTD

EQUITIES

MSCI ACWI Index USD 599.08 0.39% 0.39% -20.63%

S&P 500 Index USD 3,825.33 1.06% 1.06% -19.74%

Dow Jones Industrial Average USD 31,097.26 1.05% 1.05% -14.42%

Nasdaq Composite Index USD 11,127.84 0.90% 0.90% -28.87%

STXE 600 PR Index EUR 407.13 -0.02% -0.02% -16.54%

FTSE 100 Index GBP 7,168.65 -0.01% -0.01% -2.92%

MSCI Asia Ex. Japan Index USD 648.23 -0.75% -0.75% -17.87%

Nikkei 225 Tokyo JPY 25,935.62 -1.73% -1.73% -9.92%

Shanghai A Share Index CNY 3,550.33 -0.32% -0.32% -6.92%

MSCI EM Index USD 992.84 -0.78% -0.78% -19.41%

FIXED INCOME

US2YT Yield - 2.8329 -12.04bps -12.04bps 210.07bps

US10YT Yield - 2.8803 -13.26bps -13.26bps 137.02bps

Bunds 10Y Yield - 1.2320 -10.4bps -10.4bps 140.9bps

BBG USD HY Corp - 8.8500 -4.01bps -4.01bps 464bps

FOREX

Euro/US Dollar USD 1.0414 -0.67% -0.67% -8.41%

US Dollar/Japanese Yen JPY 135.21 -0.38% -0.38% 17.49%

US Dollar/Singapore Dollar SGD 1.3967 0.45% 0.45% 3.54%

British Pound/US Dollar USD 1.2095 -0.68% -0.68% -10.62%

US Dollar/ Chinese Yuan CNY 6.7015 0.03% 0.03% 5.43%

Australian Dollar/ US Dollar USD 0.6814 -1.29% -1.29% -6.18%

US Dollar Index - 105.138 0.43% 0.43% 9.90%

GOLD / OIL

Brent Crude USD 111.63 -2.77% -2.77% 43.52%

Gold Spot Price USD 1811.43 0.23% 0.23% -0.97%
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EQUITIES ▪ US stocks began Friday’s session on a defensive with risk assets
coming under pressure amid growth fears, but rebounded in the
afternoon as yields declined and “bearish fatigue” kicked in. The
S&P 500 Index rose 1.1%, led by gains in utilities, consumer
discretionary and real estate stocks.

▪ European equities were steady on Friday as investors look ahead to
a busy month of earnings amid concerns over a slowing economy.

▪ Asian stocks declined as traders weighed in recession risks in the
global economy after weak US consumer spending and soft
factories data from the region. The MSCI Asia Pacific Index fell
0.94%, led by declines in tech and consumer discretionary stocks.

FIXED
INCOME

▪ Most Treasury yields fell on Friday, giving the 2- and 10-year rates 
their biggest weekly drops in four months, amid continued concerns 
about a possible US recession, which sparked haven-related buying 
of government paper.

▪ Fixed-income traders got an early jump on the three-day US 
Independence Day holiday, with a SIFMA -recommended early 2 pm 
Eastern close for bond markets on Friday. US markets will be closed 
on Monday, July 4.

FOREX ▪ EUR/USD picks up bids to refresh intraday high near 1.0435 during 
Monday’s initial Asian session, after falling back to the bear’s radar 
during the last week. Even if the major currency pair remains 
around a two-week low, flashed on Friday, its moves from May 13 
appear not in favor of the sellers. That said, the higher low in the 
EUR/USD prices has gained support from the higher low in the RSI 
(14), which in turn suggests a gradual reduction in a bearish bias. 

MACRO ▪ European markets closed mixed Friday after suffering their worst
quarter since the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic, as inflation and
interest rate hikes continue to weigh on sentiment. The pan-
European Stoxx 600 index closed flat, having earlier posted gains of
1% in early deals. Tech stocks fell 2% to lead losses while utilities
gained 3%. Dutch chipmaker ASMI (-9%) was the worst performer
during Friday deals, leading a broad decline for semiconductor
stocks. The biggest climber was Swedish real estate company SBB
(+9%), which gained after publishing a 2021 cash flow statement.
The European blue chip index closed the second quarter of the year
on Thursday down 9% — the worst three-month period since the
early stages of the pandemic in 2020 — and is down 16.6% year-to-
date. Euro zone inflation soared to a record high of 8.6% year-on-
year in June, according to a first official estimate published Friday, as
the war in Ukraine continued to drive up food and energy prices.

DIRECT
EQUITIES

▪ Tesla Inc’s deliveries fell in the 2nd quarter to 254,695 cars, as Covid-

related shutdowns at its Shanghai factory caused production

constraints. According to a statement, Tesla faces “ongoing supply

chain challenges and factory shutdowns beyond our control”. Tesla

will report 2nd quarter earnings after market close on July 20 with the

annual shareholder meeting to be held on August 4.
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